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he Significance of Parks to Physical Activity and
ublic Health
Conceptual Model

riane L. Bedimo-Rung, PhD, Andrew J. Mowen, PhD, Deborah A. Cohen, MD

bstract: Park-based physical activity is a promising means to satisfy current physical activity
requirements. However, there is little research concerning what park environmental
and policy characteristics might enhance physical activity levels. This study proposes a
conceptual model to guide thinking and suggest hypotheses. This framework describes
the relationships between park benefits, park use, and physical activity, and the
antecedents/correlates of park use. In this classification scheme, the discussion focuses
on park environmental characteristics that could be related to physical activity,
including park features, condition, access, aesthetics, safety, and policies. Data for
these categories should be collected within specific geographic areas in or around the
park, including activity areas, supporting areas, the overall park, and the surrounding
neighborhood. Future research should focus on how to operationalize specific
measures and methodologies for collecting data, as well as measuring associations
between individual physical activity levels and specific park characteristics. Collabora-
tion among many disciplines is needed.
(Am J Prev Med 2005;28(2S2):159 –168) © 2005 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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egular physical activity has been shown to
reduce morbidity and mortality by decreasing
heart disease, diabetes, high blood pressure,

olon cancer, feelings of depression/anxiety, and
eight, while building and maintaining healthy
ones, muscles, and joints.1 Due to increasingly
edentary jobs and an increased reliance on motor-
zed transport, leisure-time physical activity may be
mportant in fulfilling recommended physical activity
evels. Leisure-time physical activity can be con-
ucted in a variety of community environments, such
s local parks, which are often accessible to citizens at
ow or no cost.2 However, almost a quarter of the
dult population in the United States in 2002 re-
orted getting no leisure-time physical activity at all
uring the past month.3

Traditionally, research on disease prevention has
argeted individuals to effect behavioral change. Typ-
cal approaches to encourage physical activity in-
lude curriculum modification in physical education
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nd health classes, one-on-one and group counseling
essions in a variety of settings, provision of promo-
ional materials, screenings, and self-monitoring.
hese approaches all share a focus on changing
ehaviors over which individuals theoretically have
ontrol. Because such approaches alone have not
ade sufficient inroads in increasing physical activ-

ty, there have been recent calls for interventions that
nclude environmental approaches as well.4 – 6 An
pproach that targets structural factors beyond the
ontrol of a single individual could modify the
ommunity environment and make it easier for indi-
iduals to be physically active. Such environments
nclude facilities for leisure activity, such as trails,
ublic swimming pools, and parks.
Parks are common community features that pro-

ide opportunities for physical activity, yet we know
ittle about the specific park characteristics that are

ost related to physical activity.7 Many aspects of
arks could be measured and studied in relation to
hysical activity. Since it is not feasible to test them
ll in a single study, a conceptual model is needed to
uide thinking and suggest hypotheses. This paper
ighlights how park and recreation settings might

nfluence public health through a conceptual frame-
ork relating park environments to physical activity
nd, ultimately, the health of park users. Finally,
ransdisciplinary field research is encouraged in or-

er to examine the relationships between park envi-
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onmental attributes and physical activity levels
ithin park settings.

Conceptual Model of the Role of Parks
n Public Health

wenty-five years of leisure research have provided a
ealth of information regarding the benefits of parks
nd recreation services, including individual, social,
conomic, and environmental benefits.8 Less attention
as been paid, however, to studying the links between
arks and physiologic health outcomes. Recommended
uidelines for physical activity encompass four compo-
ents: frequency, time or duration, type, and intensity
f physical activity.9 While leisure research has focused
n frequency of leisure participation, leisure time uti-

ization, and type of leisure time physical activity, what
s missing from this literature are studies linking park-
ased leisure to physical activity intensity levels (e.g.,
edentary, moderate, and vigorous activity). Documen-
ation of these leisure benefits has also largely been
ased on self-report methodologies. Recently, there has
een a growing interest in establishing more objective
vidence of such benefits (e.g., increased economic
enefits due to higher property values, lowered health-
are costs due to leisure-based wellness programs). By
roviding opportunities for physical activity, parks can
acilitate physical and psychological health benefits.10

any disciplines (public health, landscape architec-
ure, and parks and recreation) are now questioning
ow existing park settings can be better promoted or

igure 1. The relationship between parks and physical act
onnections covered in this paper.
odified to increase physical activity levels and health. d

60 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 28, Num
hile several studies have established linkages between
ark use and health,11–22 few have systematically exam-

ned the specific environmental attributes that corre-
pond to higher levels of physical activity. To provide a
oundation for such research, a conceptual model is
roposed that couches park environments in terms of
heir benefits and, more specifically, proposes the
inkage between physical activity and specific park
eatures.

Figure 1 highlights the potential relationships among
ark environmental characteristics, park visitation,
hysical activity within parks, and physical health ben-
fits (see shaded boxes of the model). The lower
ection of the model shows antecedents, or correlates
f park use (the factors that influence frequency of use
nd nonuse). At the most basic level these correlates
an be grouped into two broad categories: the charac-
eristics of potential park users and the environmental
haracteristics of parks themselves. The environmental
haracteristics of parks are presented in further detail
elow. The middle section of the model illustrates the
xtent and nature of park use. Park visitation considers
ndividuals who visit the park, regardless of the type of
ctivity they pursue once there. Once individuals are in
he park, the “physical activity within park” box then
escribes the level of activity they engage in, be it
edentary, moderate, or vigorous. Finally, the top sec-
ion of the model illustrates the various types of out-
omes (or benefits) resulting from parks and park
sage. These include physical health benefits from
hysical activity such as a lower risk of obesity, heart

Note: Darker arrows and shaded boxes indicate the main
ivity.
isease, and diabetes; psychological health benefits

ber 2S2
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uch as stress reduction; social benefits such as in-
reased social capital; as well as economic and environ-
ental benefits that may accrue to society resulting

imply from the existence of the park in a community.
hese benefits are described below.

enefits of Parks and Park Use

arks facilities and services offer various opportunities
o fulfill individual, social, economic, and environmen-
al benefits.8,23 Some of these opportunities benefit an
ntire community, not just park users. For example, a
ail-trail may attract restaurants and shops that in turn
pend and invest money in the community and increase
he community’s tax base. Although the focus of this
tudy is on the health benefits that are obtained via
hysical activity in parks, other important benefits of
ark use (such as psychological, social, economic, and
nvironmental benefits) must also be acknowledged.

hysical Health Benefits

revious leisure research has focused on the role of
ark-based leisure in improving moods, reducing per-
eived stress, and enhancing a sense of wellness.22 How-
ver, few studies have explicitly investigated the impact of
ark-based leisure activity levels on the physical health of
ark users. Exercise facilities, including parks, that are
onveniently located (as measured by self-reports) have
een found to be associated with vigorous physical activity

n a number of studies, among both adults and chil-
ren.11,12 Other neighborhood factors that have been
ositively associated with physical activity include the
resence of enjoyable scenery,24–27 frequency of seeing
thers exercise,24–26,28 and access to and satisfaction with
ecreational facilities.12,24,25,28–32 Future research on the
pecific features of parks that promote physical activity
ould investigate the relative importance of access to
ell-maintained park facilities, a park’s esthetic surround-

ngs, and perceived safety.

sychological Health Benefits

n addition to the physical health benefits of parks,
here may be numerous psychological benefits for park
sers that arise from the proximity of “natural environ-
ents.” Studies among workers,33 college students,34

ospital patients,35 inner-city girls,36 public housing
esidents,37 and apartment residents38 have found a
ariety of psychological, emotional, and mental health
enefits stemming from having a view of nature
hrough their windows. Other studies have suggested
hat people place value on the existence of parks even
hen they do not use them. Ulrich and Addoms,13 for
xample, found that college students derive substantial
sychological benefits, including “feelings of open
pace,” “change of scenery,” and “place to escape

ampus,” from their experiences in or nearness to the i
ark. These psychological benefits ranked higher in
mportance than the recreational and social aspects
ssociated with parks. Other studies have shown that
having the park there” is the biggest source of pleasure
or residents living near a small park.14,15 In addition to
ark proximity, actual use of parks also relates to

mproved psychological health. In a study of older adult
ark users who participated in light to moderate aero-
ic activity, Godbey and Blazey16 found that half of the
ample indicated that they were in a better mood after
isiting the park. In addition, More and Payne17 also
ound that park users reported lower levels of anxiety
nd sadness after visiting parks. Hull and Michael’s 18

nvestigation of park users found that the longer the
articipants stayed in park settings, the less stress they
eported.

Physical activity and psychological health are also
ssociated. Several reviews of exercise and depression
esearch indicate that exercise reduces depression
ymptoms among people diagnosed with depression by
hree fourths to one standard deviation and among
eople without depression by about one half standard
eviation.39–43 Therefore, combining the beneficial
ffects of physical activity on depression with the restor-
tive effects of nature would indicate an important role
or parks in improving psychological health.

ocial Benefits

arks may also facilitate social interactions that are
ritical in maintaining community cohesion, pride, and
ocial capital.44 Parks play a role in increasing social
apital by providing a meeting place where people can
evelop social ties and a setting where healthy behavior
such as physical activity) is modeled. Social capital,
hich is defined as the relationships among people that

acilitate productive activity,45 may be associated with
ealth and physical activity.46,47 Studies in poor urban
reas suggest that park-like natural elements promote
ncreased opportunities for social interactions. Coley
t al.48 found that in two Chicago public housing
evelopments natural landscaping and spaces with
rees attracted larger groups of people than did spaces
evoid of nature. A similar study found that exposure
o green common spaces among elderly inner-city
ndividuals is significantly positively correlated with
ocial integration.49 However, the physical environ-
ent may also inhibit the formation of neighborhood

ocial ties when settings are crowded, dangerous, and
oisy.50 Studies among public housing residents sug-
est that the greener a building’s surroundings, the
ewer crimes, intrafamily aggression, and violence
eported.51,52 Settings in which there are more trees
nd vegetation appear to inhibit crime, aggression, and
iolence, while promoting social interaction among

ndividuals. These results point to the importance of

Am J Prev Med 2005;28(2S2) 161
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xamining similar relationships further afield, both in
eighborhood park settings and in other populations.

conomic Benefits

utdoor recreation facilities may also provide a num-
er of direct and indirect economic benefits for their
ommunities.53 For example, several studies have
ound that proximity to a particular reservoir54,55 state
ark,56 or regional park57 was positively related to
roperty value. A study done in Boulder, Colorado,
howed that the greater the distance of a residential
roperty from the greenbelt, the lower the price of the
roperty.58 However, others showed mixed or insignif-

cant relationships between property values and dis-
ance from a park.59–61 For example, one study exam-
ned the exact location of houses relative to parks and
ound that there was a positive influence on property
alue only for those houses adjacent to and facing a
ark, and a negative influence for those houses located
n a lot which backed on to the park or that were

ocated adjacent to a heavy use area of the park.62 The
ajority of these studies looked simply at distance of

roperty to a park and did not take into consideration
he quality of a park. Parks that have fallen into disuse
nd disrepair may attenuate the potential positive in-
uences on land values. Future research should con-

inue to investigate the park attributes that may impact
roperty prices and the local economy in general.

nvironmental Benefits

arks may also play a role in preserving and purifying
he environment.8 Air pollution is a significant human
ealth concern as it can cause coughing, headaches,

ung, throat, and eye irritation, respiratory and heart
isease, and cancer.63 Trees in urban areas play a role

n reducing air pollution by absorbing gaseous pollut-
nts and storing them, thereby removing them from
he atmosphere.63 Urban trees also moderate temper-
tures by providing shading and cooling to an area,
hus helping to reduce the risk of heat-related illnesses
n city dwellers,64–67 and in turn altering building
nergy use, which affects pollution emissions from
ower plants.63 Since parks are areas that generally
ontain significant numbers of trees, their potential
nvironmental contribution should be considered.

ark Use and Park Physical Activity

ecreation and park use studies have demonstrated a
ontinuous growth in the prevalence of outdoor recre-
tion activity participation. In 1994–1995, 95% of the
.S. population reported that they had participated in
ne or more outdoor recreation activities over the 12
onths before the survey; 68% reported trail/street/

oad activities (such as biking), and 22% cited partici-

ation in individual sports.68 Much of this participation c

62 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 28, Num
ccurred at low-cost settings such as federal, state, and
ocal parks. Despite this growth in the prevalence of
utdoor recreation participation, only a third of the
opulation accounts for the majority of participation
ays. Most park participation came from a smaller
roup of active leisure enthusiasts (7% to 21%) who
ccounted for 70% to 89% of total participant days.68

onsistent with other localized studies of recreation
se, walking was the most frequently cited activity
reported by 67% of respondents) followed by other,
ore sedentary, forms of activity (e.g., viewing scenery,

amily picnics/gatherings). A study of exercise facilities
n San Diego found that 15% of survey respondents
eported using parks; of these, 21% were “exercisers”
reporting three or more sessions of vigorous activity
er week) compared to 11% who were in the “sedentary
roup” (reporting no sessions of vigorous activity per
eek).69 Hoefer et al.70 showed that use of parks and
laygrounds by adolescent boys was a significant posi-
ive correlate of physical activity.

Certain populations, however, are less likely to use
ublic parks. Park activity participation rates depend
pon a variety of demographic, socioeconomic, and re-
ional characteristics. In particular, inner-city and poor
opulations are much less likely to report participation in
utdoor recreation activities than other metropolitan and
onmetropolitan residents. For example, 13% of inner-
ity poor residents reported running or jogging, com-
ared to 29% of metropolitan residents.68 In fact, the

nner-city poor were less likely than other residents to
articipate in any of the 23 outdoor recreation activities
urveyed. Other groups, such as older adults, racial/
thnic minorities, and females are also more likely to be
nfrequent or nonusers of parks.71

However, the singular act of visiting or getting to a
ark is only the first (albeit the major) step in the
rocess of leisure activity participation. Given that park
ettings offer opportunities for both sedentary and
ctive forms of leisure, it is important to understand
hat environmental characteristics are associated with
ctivity levels. Recent regional and local park studies
ave demonstrated that the majority of park visitors are
ore likely to engage in sedentary recreation activity.68

hile many forms of park activity (both sedentary and
ctive) can have a positive influence on mental health
nd stress, all activities do not contribute equally to
ecommended levels of moderate to vigorous physical
ctivity. We should identify the kinds of park environ-
ental characteristics that are correlated with moder-

te- to vigorous-intensity park activities.

orrelates of Park Use and Park Physical
ctivity Levels

here are many studies that have examined leisure

onstraints and barriers to leisure activities and park

ber 2S2
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tilization.72 Common reasons for not engaging in
ark-related activities include lack of time, money,
ersonal health, information, transportation and ac-
ess, safety concerns, maintenance and/or inadequacy
f park facilities, and the lack of leisure compan-

ons.68,73 In a study of barriers to urban park use, Scott
nd Jackson71 provided park nonusers and infrequent
sers a list of “strategies” and asked them which ones
ight result in their using public parks more often.
hey found that the most preferred barrier-reduction

trategies were “making parks safer,” “providing more
nformation about parks,” “providing more park activ-
ties,” and “building parks closer to home.”71 In this

odel, the correlates of park use are separated into
hose concerning the individual characteristics of users
nd potential users (at both the intra- and inter-
ersonal levels) and those concerning park physical
nd policy environments (at the structural level). The
onstraints mentioned above can fall into either of
hese two categories.

ndividual Characteristics of Park Users

number of individual-level characteristics can influ-
nce park use. For example, there are significant
ifferences in park and outdoor recreation behaviors
ased on a number of demographic or social charac-
eristics, such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, socioeco-
omic status, and residential location.74 Studies of park
ettings have also found that older adults, racial/ethnic
inorities, females, and lower-income families are
ore likely to be infrequent or nonusers of

arks.68,71,73,75–77 Since these characteristics are rela-
ively immutable, focusing on environmental and policy

igure 2. Environmental classification of park attributes.
orrelates of physical activity within parks is needed. f
ark Environment Characteristics

hile there is a significant understanding of why
eople do not engage in leisure activity and visit parks,
here is less understanding concerning which park
haracteristics relate to physical activity levels once at a
ark. Knowledge of such relationships may assist in the
evelopment of park environmental and policy
hanges to promote more physically active forms of
ark use. A park environmental classification scheme is
roposed as a basis for future field experiments to test
uch linkages (Figure 2). Park environment character-
stics may be composed of six conceptual areas that
perate through four geographic areas to support
hysical activity within parks. The conceptual areas are
he type of data that should be collected, while the
eographic areas are locations where such data should
e collected.

eographic Areas

he activity areas and supporting areas within the park,
he overall park, and the surrounding neighborhood
re the four geographic areas that should be consid-
red when assessing parks for their relationship to
hysical activity and in which data must be collected.

ark activity areas. Activity areas are the sections,
ones, or opportunity areas within a park that are
pecifically designed or commonly used for physical
ctivity. They can include sports fields and courts,
wimming pools, paths or trails, playgrounds, open
reen spaces, or other areas where physical activity
ccurs.

ark supporting areas. These park areas include those

acilities and equipment that make physical activity in

Am J Prev Med 2005;28(2S2) 163
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arks attractive and safe to a variety of users. Such areas
ontain features that may not directly promote physical
ctivity but are nonetheless an integral part of the park
isitation experience, such as community buildings,
helters, restroom/changing facilities, picnic areas,
arking lots, and so on. These areas may be correlates
f frequent park use, how long people stay at parks, and
ow active people are within the park environment.

verall park environment. Because a park is more
han just the sum of its parts, it is necessary to consider
n overall impression and meaning ascribed to the park
s a whole.78 Certain park characteristics, such as
esthetic appeal, size, and diversity of programs, are not
imited to specific areas of the park and must be
onsidered as applying to the overall park. Other
xamples of characteristics that could be collected in
he overall park category include overall park usage
nd accessibility to the park.

urrounding neighborhood. Since people must cross
hrough the surrounding neighborhood in order to
nter the park, conditions in the park’s surrounding
eighborhood are likely to have a strong influence on
ow a park is used. A variety of neighborhood charac-

eristics across several domains are likely to have an
ffect on how people perceive and use a park, including
raffic (access),79,80 blighted or abandoned housing
aesthetics),24–26 crime (safety),11,24–26,28,79,81–83 and
esident demographics.82

ark Conceptual Areas

he six park conceptual areas serve as the basis for
perationalizing measures to assess park environmental
nd policy characteristics in their relationship to phys-
cal activity levels. These categories represent the “type”
f data that should be collected. Because many of these
oncepts overlap, an item listed in one category may
ctually satisfy the requirements of several.

eatures. Parks contain a wide variety of features that
end themselves to different types of usage. For exam-
le, the presence of sports fields can lead to use by
ports teams, whereas the presence of natural areas may
ead to more passive contemplation of nature. Rather
han trying to presume an overall purpose or assign a
lassification type for each park, this paper proposes
nstead to catalog the features that are actually present.
uture studies can then assess relationships between
ertain types of activity and specific features. Some of
he major park characteristics that may influence park
se are the physical components, or on-site character-

stics, of a park. People are attracted to parks so that
hey may partake in specific behaviors and realize
ertain benefits, and the presence or absence of a
ariety of park attributes can be an important determi-
ant of a park’s ability to promote physically active
eisure behavior. t

64 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 28, Num
These park features include facilities, programs, and
iversity. Facilities refer to the physical facilities that are
vailable to users, such as tennis courts, picnic tables, or
ecurity lighting. A qualitative study done in Australia
dentified the availability of amenities (e.g., swings,
arbecue equipment) as among the important features

nfluencing respondents’ use of local parks.84 Also
ncluded in this category are the recreation programs,
r the organized activities that take place within a park
etting. They can be regularly scheduled programs,
uch as an after-school sports league for children, or
hey may be one-time events such as concerts and races.
he concept of diversity comprises the mix of park

acilities, programs, users, and location. A park with
iversity is one that is used for a variety of purposes at
ifferent times of the day, week, and year.85

ondition. People choose to visit or not visit parks not
nly because of what features are located there, but also
ecause of the condition of those features. Public
ealth research to date has largely been devoted to
tudying the relationships between physical activity and
he presence or absence of features, but little work has
een done to distinguish among the potentially varying
onditions of those features. Park users are more likely
o visit a park where the features are maintained on a
egular basis and shun those places containing ele-
ents that are in disrepair. Another important aspect

f the condition of parks is the safety of the equipment.
n 2001, almost 190,000 children required emergency
oom treatment after being injured on public play-
round equipment.86 Several studies have highlighted
he inadequacies of playground equipment that have
ed to injury and even death.86–88 The condition of play
quipment is likely to factor into parents’ decisions to
et children play in certain parks.

Another component of park condition is visual cues
f incivilities. Incivilities are defined as “low-level
reaches of community standards that signal an erosion
f conventionally accepted norms and values.”89 They

nclude disorderly physical surroundings (e.g., trash,
raffiti) and disruptive social behaviors (e.g., drinking,
oitering). Such cues may provide a signal about how to
ehave. When properties are poorly maintained, a
essage is sent that there is a breakdown in accepted

ivil behavior. Studies have found that people interpret
ertain features of the neighborhood environment,
uch as a well-tended lawn or garden, as a sign of care
hat makes areas look safer and discourages certain
ntisocial behaviors and fear of crime.89–92 The same
rinciples that apply to environmental cues around
esidential property are likely to apply to cues in parks.
arks that are not maintained and/or attract vagrants
ould contribute to people’s perceptions of safety
ithin the park, which likely impacts their use.

ccess. Access is defined as the ability of people to get

o and navigate within a park. Four categories of access

ber 2S2
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re considered here: availability, equitable access, indi-
idual access, and within park access.

Availability refers to the amount of park space avail-
ble in a given city, measured either as park space per
apita or per acre. Good quality parks may not be
resent in sufficient numbers in cities to be accessible
o all people. No national standards exist that address
he optimal amount of park space necessary in a city,
lthough Doell93 suggested in 1963 that 10 acres per
housand population for the entire park and recreation
ystem in a municipality be set aside. A recent national
urvey found that park space per capita ranged from 2.7
cres per thousand residents in Fresno to 46.8 acres per
housand residents in El Paso, with a national average
f 15.8 acres per thousand residents.94 Clearly, cities
cross the country have varying distributions of park
pace, with the mean today surpassing previous recom-
endations. However, we have yet to determine how
uch and what kind of park space is optimal for any

opulation.
What is not captured in these statistics, however, is

ow park space is distributed within a community and
mong its people. Equitable access refers to the equi-
able distribution of parks across different types of
eighborhoods. It may be important to know if all
thnic and economic groups have equal access to parks,
f parks are concentrated in certain sectors of a city, and
f they are equally maintained and supported.

Individual access refers to the distance that an indi-
idual must travel to get from his home to the closest
ark. This is likely to be a strong indicator of physical
ctivity in parks, as those who live closest to a park may
e the most likely to visit and thus be physically active in

t.11,25,28–30,69,79,95,96 A study done by Whyte97 estimated
hat about 80% of users will come from a radius of
hree blocks. Heavy vehicular traffic in surrounding
eighborhoods may also impede pedestrian access to
arks.
Access within a park refers to the ability of people to
ove around easily inside the boundaries of a park.

ew studies have explored this type of access, but it is
ikely to be important. An example of this concept is
he distance from the parking lot to the golf course.
layers who have to carry their equipment long dis-
ances between their cars and the course may be
iscouraged from using a particular park. Alternatively,
asketball courts attracting loud teenagers that are
laced too near playgrounds serving young children
ay discourage some parents from using that park.
ithin park access needs to be defined according to

he design of particular parks. Perceived access should
lso be considered, given that perceptions of inaccessi-
ility may inhibit park activity behaviors.

esthetics. The category of aesthetics incorporates the
erceived attractiveness and appeal of the various de-

ign elements of a park. Having something beautiful or t
nteresting to look at while exercising or visiting a park
an be a powerful motivator of physical activity. Enjoy-
ble scenery, for example, was found to be positively
ssociated with physical activity in at least three stud-
es.24–26 Aesthetics also considers how the physical
eatures of a park are laid out. Some design character-
stics are amenable to change over time, while others
re fixed at the initial park planning stages. Some
mportant design issues include the size of a park, its
ayout, landscaping, the balance between sun and
hade, topography, ease of access, visual appeal, and
ther aesthetic features such as ponds or sculptures.
he placement of park features in appropriate and

ogical ways, such as locating benches near a play-
round or drinking fountains near sports fields, may
lso be important.

afety. Safety refers to the personal security of park
sers, and is an important barrier to park use.68,71,76,98

t can be defined and operationalized as both a per-
eived and an objective measure, where perceived
afety refers to people’s perceptions and feelings of
afety, while objective safety refers to actual incidents of
rime. Distinguishing between the two concepts is
mportant in order to adequately address safety con-
erns, yet most public health research has focused
olely on perceived safety. Perceived safety is usually
easured by surveying individuals on how safe they feel

heir neighborhood is from crime.24–26,81,82 Of these
tudies, only one found an association between neigh-
orhood safety and physical activity levels.81 Only one
ther study has used an objective measure of safety, that
f reported incidents of serious crime in the neighbor-
ood, and found an association with physical activity.83

he lack of a consistent association between safety and
hysical activity may suggests that people find other
ays to be active, such as in indoor gyms, despite the
erceived lack of safety in their environment. However,
here is still much to be learned about these
elationships.

olicies. The category of policies includes issues re-
ated to park design policies, park management prac-
ices, and budget procedures. Some park organizations

ay have unwritten policies of building and maintain-
ng facilities that are most accessible to their user
opulation and leaving the less accessible parts of their
ark undeveloped and/or not well maintained. More-
ver, recent park maintenance practices that promote
cologic diversity may detract from the visual appeal
esired by certain park user groups. A major factor
ontributing to a park’s maintenance and facility devel-
pment is its operating and capital budget. However,
ublic expenditures on park and open space per resi-
ent vary widely across the country.94,99 Kansas City,
issouri, spent $184 per resident on park and open

pace in 2000, while Indianapolis spent only $35, with

he average falling around $79.94 In smaller cities and
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owns, park expenditures are often even lower. Other
xamples of policy characteristics include operating
ours of the park, costs of programs, and rules of
ehavior.

ummary

his paper has proposed a conceptual model to guide
hinking and suggest hypotheses about relationships
etween park benefits, park use, and physical activity

evels, as well as the antecedents/correlates of park use.
n this classification scheme, the various components
re highlighted that comprise the environmental char-
cteristics of parks. In describing parks’ environmental
haracteristics, research could consider measures that
over the categories of park features, condition, access,
esthetics, safety, and policies. Data from these catego-
ies should be collected within specific geographic
reas in and around the park; these areas include
ctivity areas, supporting areas, the overall park, and
he surrounding neighborhood.

Future research should focus on how to operational-
ze specific measures derived from the park character-
stic categories listed above and the most efficient and
ccurate methodologies for collecting these data.
ollow-up studies should then test the associations
etween physical activity levels and these specific park
haracteristics. Examples include defining the “aes-
hetic appeal” of parks, evaluating the condition and

aintenance of park facilities, and investigating their
elationship to park-based physical activity; studying the
elative importance of each of the park conceptual
reas to park-based physical activity as well as overall
hysical activity; and exploring differences in park
nvironmental correlates among different population
ubgroups. Effective collaboration between public
ealth professionals, parks and recreation planners and
anagers, sociologists, psychologists, economists, ur-

an planners, architects, landscapers, and public safety
fficers is needed to design feasible interventions and
nhance park-based physical activity levels.
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